
Stone canopy of a new style, Ibb, 1976





Foreign and Yemeni  architects in the mid
‘seventies; top -  View and working drawings
of the  Annex of the Sa’da Hospital ; centre,
above -  Health and Manpower Institute,
Sana’a; below - Sana’a University; bottom
left - Extract of the plans for an ambassador’s
residence, Sana’a (source G.Erbach); bottom
right -  Villa in Sana’a, one of the first projects
by a Yemeni architect; opposite - Hotel in
Sana’a, friezes designed by a Yemeni architect



Foreign architects in the ‘eighties: top -
International School; centre- Faculty of
Engineering, Sana’a University;  bottom -
National Bank



Stone work  in the early ‘seventies by a mason of traditional Sana’ani extraction (top) and by a migrant mason (bottom) 



Top - Early  ‘seventies example
of exotic concrete building in
Sana’a; bottom - Current
concrete frame and block
construction in Sana’a, 1990;
opposite -  New  stone buildings
in Hajja, 1990



Top - Early concrete buildings in Ta’iz (left) and Hodeida (right);  centre - Kuwaiti  type  of school; bottom - Rada’; opposite -
Corrugated metal at  Al Zuhra and Ibb



Top  left -  Bayt al Faqih, 1976; right - Sana’a, 1990; centre and bottom - Petrol
stations at Arhab, Yasla, Sana’a and Al Mahwit; opposite - New mosque, Sana’a,
1990.



Top  left - Traditional
language in concrete block
construction, Al Khawkha;
right - Rada’; centre left -
Guard house, Shibam; right
-  New tower by the road,
Huth;  bottom  -  Sana’a;
opposite left - Hajja; right -
Sana’a



Top - Sana’a; centre left - Hajja; below -

Jubban ; right - Rada’; bottom  left - Al

Dahi, Tihama; right Wadi Surdud;

opposite - Al  Khawkha, Tihama



Stone quarries at Al
Mahwit (top) and Ibb
(centre); bottom - Detail of
Government Guest House,
Sana’a,1972



Top  left- Sana’a and, below, Al Tawila ; right -
Dhamar;  centre: Sana’a; bottom  - Imams’
buildings: entrance of mosque part  of Ta’iz
palace; and former palace in Sana’a ( now
Republican Palace);  opposite - Characteristic
stone masonry in the mid ‘seventies  at Sana’a
(left)  and Bajil, Tihama (right)



Top  -  Traditional and recent stone masonry, Hajja;
centre - New buildings in Sana’a (above) and  Ibb;
bottom left- Jubban; right - Al Dahi, Tihama;
opposite, top left -Rada’; right - Early example  of
exotic stone work, Sana’a, 1974; bottom left -
Jubban; right - Ta’iz



Top- Stone cutting workshop, Sana’a; centre- Machine-cut blocks (left)  and facing, Sana’a; bottom left - Stone facing, Sana’a;
right - Marble facing, Sana’a;  opposite top -  Finishing machine cut blocks by hand, Dhamar; bottom  - Building of hand finished
machine cut blocks, Sana’a


